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GALATIANS 4 
COMMENTARY 

________________________________________________________________ 
 

1 Now I say, as long as the heir is a child, he does not differ at all from a slave 
although he is owner of everything, 2 but he is under guardians and managers 
until the date set by the father. 
 
4:1-3 Having just completed his remarks to the Galatians about the Torah serving as 

pedagogue (3:22-25), Paul gives his audience a further example to consider, which is based 
on concepts seen in ancient classicism. Various parallels between Paul’s preceding 
argument in 3:23-29, and now 4:1-7, can be detected: 

 
PAUL’S PARALLEL ARGUMENTS1 

3:23-29 4:1-7 
 
“But before faith came, we were kept in 
custody under the law, being shut up to 
the faith…” (v. 23) 

 
“…as long as the heir is a child…” (v. 1) 
 
“but he is under guardians and managers 
until the date set by the father.” (v. 2) 
 

 
“Therefore the Law has become our 
tutor to lead us to Messiah…” (v. 24) 

 
“…while we were children, were held in 
bondage under the elemental things of 
the world.” (v. 3) 
 

 
“For you are all sons of God…” (v. 26) 

 
“so that He might redeem those who 
were under the Law, that we might 
receive the adoption…” (v. 5) 
 

 
“For all of you who were baptized into 
Messiah…” (v. 27) 
 

 
“…God has sent forth the Spirit of His 
Son…” (v. 6) 

 
1 Cf. Dunn, Galatians, 210; Hegg, Galatians, 139. 
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“…then you are Abraham's descendants, 
heirs according to promise.” (v. 29) 

 
“Therefore you are no longer a slave, but 
a son; and if a son, then an heir through 
God.” (v. 7) 
 

 
Readers can possibly see some repetition of what Paul has stated previously, yet his 

scope is expanded as it will now specifically include discussing the non-Jewish Galatians’ 
state in paganism prior to any kind of encounter with the God of Israel (vs. 8-9). While Paul 
will later employ an analogy from the Genesis narrative of Hagar and Sarah (vs. 22-31) to 
describe their current spiritual dilemma, the fact that Paul had to use classical concepts, to 
teach them critical lessons, indicates that they were still relatively new Believers. While 
having a basic understanding of the stories of the Torah, Paul still has to use the standard 
cultural conventions with which they were more familiar. 

The primary way, that many Christian interpreters have viewed the contents of vs. 1-3, 
has been similar to how 3:22-25 previously have been approached. Vs. 1-3 are thought to 
primarily depict a Jewish issue prior to the arrival of the Messiah. The Jewish people, having 
been given the Torah of Moses, lived in a condition of slavery of having to keep the Law, 
even though God intended much more for them. When the Messiah arrived, the era of the 
Law ended, and now Jewish people can enter into a condition of being the heir of all that God 
intended. The Torah’s principles may be ultimately thought to be elementary, worldly 
guidelines (v. 3), and if the Jewish people do not need to be in bondage to them any more, 
then why would the non-Jewish Galatians have to really consider them? 

While the interpretation of Vs. 1-3 representing the Jewish people corporate prior to, 
and immediately following, the arrival of Yeshua the Messiah, is something one will 
frequently find among expositors—the very fact that Paul could be thought to be classifying 
Biblical instructions as “the basic principles of the world” (v. 3, NIV), should really give 
examiners significant reason to pause. Furthermore, the entry of the Messiah into the world 
of mortals, to redeem those who were under the Law (v. 4), in order that all of the redeemed 
(vs. 5-6) might be recognized as heirs of adoption—should rightly direct readers to notice 
that all of those who are somehow within the household of God are in view. Yeshua’s 
redemption affects all people, who stand under the condemnation of breaking God’s Law, 
including the nations (cf. Isaiah 24:5).2 Yet for most, there is often an intermediary season 
as people recognize their intended place as being among His own, but they are still in 
bondage to sin and its penalties. It is only Yeshua’s salvation that can get them to fully 
transition from recognizing themselves as being a slave, to being a recognized son or 
daughter and heir of God’s estate/purposes. 

 
2 “The earth is also polluted by its inhabitants, for they transgressed laws, violated statutes, broke the 

everlasting covenant” (Isaiah 24:5). 
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While it is certainly easy to recognize that ancient Jewish people, who knew the God of 
Israel and His Instruction, and had also surely recognized Yeshua, are in view—most of the 
non-Jewish Galatians who Paul encountered, while having been raised in paganism, had 
also been God-fearers associated with a local Jewish synagogue. While in need of 
considerably more direction and spiritual training, the transition from slave to son is 
described as an experience for all (vs. 7-8). It is not at all inappropriate for vs. 1-3, just as 
with 3:22-25, to be viewed from the perspective of individuals—within the community of 
God to be certain—on the path to personal salvation from sins. 

It also needs to be recognized by modern readers, that while the adoption (huiothesia) 
of redeemed people by God is an important theme of Paul’s letters (Galatians 4:5; Romans 
8:15, 23; 9:4; Ephesians 1:1-4), that what is being specifically referred to here, is not 
necessarily the adoption of a male or female child becoming the legal ward of a married 
couple. The type of adoption present here is actually the legal recognition of a child as the 
heir to his father’s estate, which generally took place in the son’s early twenties, as specified 
in the terms of the father’s will. This is a time when the “guardians and managers” (v. 2) had 
completed their job. F.F. Bruce summarizes the main components of this: 

“In Roman law the heir, until he came of age at fourteen, was under the control of a 
tutor, nominated by the father in his will; then, until he reached the age of twenty-five, he 
was under a curator, appointed by the praetor urbanus (Justinian, Inst. 1.22, 23).”3 

From a Messianic perspective, Tim Hegg also states, 
“[A] natural son could own nothing until such time as his father declared him 

emancipated and adopted as his genuine heir. Physical lineage alone could offer no legal 
status. This time of emancipation and adoption was set at the age of 14, but even then the 
father had some discretion as to whether the son would be named an heir....This illustration 
from Roman law fits Paul’s argument very well, for it was the decree of the father regarding 
the son that gave him legal status, not merely his physical lineage. Thus, whether Jew or 
Gentile, the declaration of righteousness, based upon one’s faith (just as in the case of 
Abraham), was the foundation of one’s legal status as heir of the covenant.”4 

4:1 Paul opens his vignette by making reference to Roman adoption. He says “as long as 
the heir is a child, he is no different from a slave, although he owns the whole estate” (NIV). 
The term he uses to describe this “child” is nēpios. In an entirely classicial sense nēpios 
relates to those who are “‘foolish,’ ‘inexperienced,’ or ‘childish’…A person is nēpios who is 
immature in conduct, who shows a foolish confidence in fortune, who does not take account 
of reality, or who does not heed the advice of philosophers” (TDNT).5 This type of individual, 
while the designated heir, is basically no different than the servants or slaves in a 
household, in spite of being intended as “lord of all” (YLT). This type of individual, because 
he has not reached the time of adoption, is designated by an inferior status. 

 
3 Bruce, Galatians, 192. 
4 Hegg, Galatians, 140. 
5 G. Bertram, “nēpios,” in TDNT, 631. 
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As previously noted, many interpreters draw the conclusion that the nēpios Paul is 
referring to is the typical Jewish person following the Torah, and that in vs. 1-2 Paul is 
speaking of the Jewish people until the arrival of Yeshua. Richard N. Longenecker 
summarizes this as a time “when God’s people were in their spiritual minority.”6 So, any 
kind of obedience to the Torah, following the arrival of Yeshua, is likely to be viewed as 
some kind of a return to a previous, inferior condition. A real challenge to this view is why 
Paul would be likely employing ancient classical features of adoption, if only his fellow Jews 
were being considered. 

Vs. 6-7 appropriately guide readers in the direction that the Apostle Paul had more 
than just Jews in mind by making these statements—but rather all Believers who were once 
to be regarded as spiritual infants, and later be regarded as the adopted heir of all. 

Paul’s later remarks in Romans 6:16-22 notably concern slavery to sin, and Believers 
being set free from that sin, having been made righteous by God. He says, “For when you 
were slaves of sin, you were free in regard to righteousness” (Romans 6:20). Is it illogical to 
assume that in v. 1 when Paul talks about the nēpios—a foolish and childish individual—he is 
speaking of a person still in the bondage of sin? This would parallel with a person being 
rigorously trained by the Torah as pedagogue, yet still not having received salvation. Does 
Paul consider “slavery” to be obedience to God’s righteous commandments, or “slavery” to 
be bondage to sinful behaviors, attitudes, and ideas that those commandments prohibit? 

4:2 In v. 2 Paul continues by stating that the nēpios “is under guardians and managers 
until the date set by the father,” hupo epistropous estin kai oikonomous achri tēs prothesmias tou 
patros. Paul’s reference to a child inheriting his estate is most probably influenced by the 
Roman law of patria potestas, when a Roman father would formally acknowledge his son as 
heir at a particular date (often specified in his will), usually taking place sometime around 
the ages of 18-24. 

If viewed as all individuals, whether Jewish or non-Jewish, on the path to salvation, 
then what we see Paul making light of in vs. 1-2 is a season in the life of a young person 
administered by various human agents. The young man or woman certainly does have to 
recognize himself or herself as somehow being a part of the Kingdom of God, as he or she 
doubtlessly sits within His household. But, this young man or woman is no different than 
how an ancient slave would sit, in this case with the individual still being in slavery to sin. 
There are different guardians or managers who play a role in the person’s upbringing, until 
the appropriate season when the young man or woman can appropriately enter into the 
Father’s inheritance and all the privileges it entails. 

For people such as Paul, there were various teachers and rabbis in Judaism who were 
doubtlessly to be valued, as important agents of God who gave him critical training and 
skills—until the decisive point in time when Yeshua met him on the Damascus road. In the 
case of many of the non-Jewish Galatians, different synagogue leaders and officials had 

 
6 Longenecker, 161. 
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likely played some sort of role in their introduction to the God of Israel, as they were once 
God-fearers. Paul himself had also helped the Galatians understand who Yeshua was, and 
how the Tanach Scriptures pointed to Him. Yet, all had to reach a designated season in their 
lives when the Messiah arrived for them, providing them with eternal redemption. 

Particularized for us as born again Believers, and paralleling Paul’s reference to the 
Torah as pedagogue (3:22-25), individuals are to reach a season in their lives when they can 
be acknowledged as participants in God’s estate. The different guardians and managers may 
be likened unto different spiritual teachers and leaders—quite useful and honorable people 
of God to be sure—but ultimately incapable of being able to decisively change how people 
think and approach the world. This is something that only God, by the power of His Spirit, can 
truly enact. Guardians and managers, when trying to get people to realize their intended 
(future) responsibilities as a part of God’s own (prior to saving faith in Yeshua), most often 
have to issue stern words of correct, rebuke, or discipline. They do not have the power to 
change someone from within. 

Our Heavenly Father certainly intends great things for those who place their trust in 
Yeshua, although He frequently must use “guardians and managers” for the redeemed to 
eventually arrive at the point of supernatural conversion. Such “guardians and managers” 
are those vessels and special people whom the Lord uses to implement and teach His 
Instruction to the immature on the road to salvation. When His sons and daughters finally 
do arrive at the point of salvation, all of the privileges and responsibilities of being a part of 
God’s estate become available. And, the principles, disciplines, and skills that should have 
been imparted from the “guardians and managers,” now become imperative to 
implement as the estate is served. 

The season in classical times for one being recognized as a legal heir was usually for a 
young man in his early teens to twenties. Unlike many of the childhood conversions that are 
seen in contemporary evangelical Christianity today—with too many people who later 
backslide from the Church and/or leave faith in God—a slightly later time in life is much 
more ideal for a person to arrive at saving faith. The early teens to mid twenties are late 
enough for one to be able to understand sin, but are usually early enough for a person not to 
make a long series of severe, life-long mistakes. 
 

 
3 So also we, while we were children, were held in bondage under the elemental 
things of the world. 4 But when the fullness of the time came, God sent forth His 
Son, born of a woman, born under the Law, 5 so that He might redeem those who 
were under the Law, that we might receive the adoption as sons. 
 
4:3 With Jewish and non-Jewish individuals on the way to salvation being described, 

Paul tells the Galatians “when we were children, we were slaves to the elemental spirits of 
the universe” (RSV). There is substantial importance to Paul and the phrase ta stoicheia tou 
kosmou, “the basic principles of the world” (NIV). What these things of the world are, and 
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how they relate to the Galatians’ spiritual condition, is a matter of much debate among 
expositors. 

There are many interpreters who, and we should think wrongly, conclude that the 
commandments of God’s Torah are actually to be considered “elemental things of the 
world.” Ben Witherington III is one who concludes precisely this: “For a Gentile Christian to 
submit to the Mosaic Law would be like going back under the elementary pagan teachings of 
the world, which they left behind when they became Christians.”7 He argues that the Torah 
was only to be in place for a limited period of time, to be nullified as valid when Yeshua 
would come on the scene. Longenecker, while validly stating “There is no doubt that the 
Mosaic law was given by God,” does no better by concluding, “But God has moved forward 
in the explication of his redemptive activity, and now to return to life ‘under the law’ is to 
return to living ‘under the basic principles of the world.’”8 

From this point of view, the Torah, while given by God, was not something that was to 
last that long. Now with the coming of the Messiah, following or even turning to its 
instructions may be equated as something just as bad as living a worldly or fleshly type of 
life. The Torah’s commandments are actually equated as being little different than 
pagan principles! What causes people to draw these conclusions about the Torah from 
Paul’s letter? Does Paul not later say “the Law is holy, and the commandment is holy and 
righteous and good” (Romans 7:12)? As Walter C. Kasier validly indicates, “The truth of the 
matter is that for many these statements [such as Galatians 3:19-25; 4:1-5] are so definitive 
that no further investigation need detain us….Nevertheless, this presentation of the law’s 
relationship to grace is too absolute, antithetical, and incomplete for another set of Pauline 
passages.”9 

Most New Testament theologians like these are not immoral or God-less people who 
fail to live up to some kind of holy lifestyle. To his credit, Longenecker does state, “Paul 
holds to the validity of God’s law as the standard of righteousness that condemns sin and 
thereby brings us to an intelligent and realistic act of repentance.”10 Yet, what too many fail 
to see is that this standard has not been annulled simply because Yeshua the Messiah has 
arrived on the scene. Too many theologians are guilty of teaching that while God’s Torah 
condemns sinners and shows sinners the need for salvation, once salvation comes, the Torah 
then becomes ineffectual and to follow its instruction is actually like returning to a worldly 
way of living. And once again we are reminded that today’s Christian Church has certainly 

 
7 Ibid., 286. 
8 Longenecker, 166. 
9 Walter C. Kaiser, Toward Old Testament Ethics (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1983), 307. 
While not being Messianic, Kaiser’s position on the Torah is far more favorable and continuist than most 

evangelical theologians. He concludes, “Only those laws from which Christ releases his church may be 
jettisoned; anything less than this leads to ethical latitudinarianism and forms of antinomianism” (Ibid., 312). 

10 Longenecker, 176. 
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not been “empowered” by widely casting aside God’s revelation in the Tanach or Old 
Testament. 

Does the Apostle Paul consider ta stoicheia tou kosmou or “the elements of the natural 
world” (NEB), to be the commandments of the Torah? If the clause hēmeis, hote ēmen nēpioi, 
“we, while we were children,” concerns both himself and the non-Jewish Galatians, there 
has to be a better explanation. Paul is speaking of things that both Jewish and non-Jewish 
people can be subject to, particularly as it concerned the situation in Galatia. Beverly R. 
Gaventa rightly summarizes, “Paul speaks here in the first person plural; all humankind—
Jew and Gentile alike—were enslaved to these spirits.”11 We have the responsibility as 
readers to consider some of the common things that both First Century Jewish and Greek 
and Roman Believers were often subject to, prior to the arrival of Yeshua in their lives, 
releasing them from spiritual slavery. 

Donald K. Campbell is one who thankfully concurs of the stoicheia, “Though often 
interpreted as a reference to the Mosaic Law, this view does not fit the Galatians, most of 
whom were Gentile pagans before conversion.”12 But if the stoicheia are not God’s 
commandments of the Torah, what might they be? Victor Paul Furnish notes, 
“Commentators interpret this reference in different ways, e.g. as basic religious teachings 
shared by all men, or as demonic powers which played a role in many ancient religions.”13 
The stoicheia are often viewed to be elements such as earth, water, air, and fire 
(corresponding to the Greek deities Demeter, Poseidon, Hera, and Hephaestus),14 or perhaps 
other elements such as the sun, moon, stars and/or spirits, angels, and demons (referred to 
in Romans 8:38 as “principalities”). 

What Paul is most probably telling the Galatians in v. 3, and by extension for many 
Believers living throughout the centuries since, as well as today, is that every person has 
been in some kind of bondage to the powers of the age. This is not a difficult conclusion 
to draw if a person prior to salvation is in bondage to sin. Any unredeemed person will be 
influenced by ungodly things, whether outside of God’s community or even inside God’s 
community. Even with the presence of various guardians and managers (v. 2) in their lives, 
helping to administrate people on the way to saving faith in Yeshua—such people, before 
arriving at salvation, still do not often have the maturity to sometimes discern between 
God’s truth and the forces of the age. Even in a godly and wholesome environment, there are 
doubtlessly going to be things from the evil world system, which at the very least will serve 
as an indirect, negative influence. Such an influence will allow for latent superstitions and 
attitudes to fester, which have no legitimate basis being a part of someone’s thoughts, 
attitudes, or approach to God and His ways. 

 
11 Gaventa, in ECB, 1380. 
12 Campbell, in BKCNT, 601. 
13 Furnish, in The Interpreter’s One-Volume Commentary on the Bible, 830. 
14 Cf. Bruce, Galatians, 193. 
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It is very easy to speculate on the kinds of things that the non-Jewish Galatians would 
have been influenced by in Greco-Roman paganism—whether it be the standard Greco-
Roman pantheon of gods and goddesses, strange philosophies, and/or mystery religions and 
cults—prior to them receiving the gospel. Yet, it also has to be noted that various sectors of 
Second Temple Judaism, sectors present in the First Century, were likewise infected with 
ungodly beliefs and ideas, such as the acknowledgement of “Fate”15 as a force in the 
universe. The historian Josephus attests how there were various persons among the 
Pharisees and Essenes, which both believed in Fate: 

“Now for the Pharisees, they say that some actions, but not all, are the work of fate, and 
some of them are in our own power, and that they are liable to fate, but are not caused by 
fate. But the sect of the Essenes affirm, that fate governs all things, and that nothing befalls 
men but what is according to its determination” (Antiquities of the Jews 13.172).16 

The Jewish philosopher Philo would also recognize the function of stoicheia on the 
breastplate of the high priest: 

“Now of the three elements [stoicheiōn], out of which and in which all the different 
kinds of things which are perceptible by the outward senses and perishable are formed, 
namely, the air, the water and the earth, the garment which reached down to the feet in 
conjunction with the ornaments which were attached to that part of it which was about the 
ankles have been plainly shown to be appropriate symbols; for as the tunic is one, and as the 
aforesaid three elements are all of one species, since they all have all their revolutions and 
changes beneath the moon, and as to the garment are attached the pomegranates, and the 
flowers; so also in certain manner the earth and the water may be said to be attached to and 
suspended from the air, for the air is their chariot” (Life of Moses 2.121).17 

Here, Philo concluded that the basic elements of the world—in which the pagans also 
believed—functioned in the breastplate of the high priest. Similar to Fate controlling the 
destinies of people, these basic elements here communicated messages to the high priest of 
Israel. 

How could, at least some of, the Jewish people of the First Century period have been 
entertaining, what are at the very least odd ideas about Fate and the elements of the world? A 
Bible reader needs to seriously consider the thrust of a passage like Deuteronomy 28:64, 
where God decrees, “Moreover, the LORD will scatter you among all peoples, from one end of 
the earth to the other end of the earth; and there you shall serve other gods, wood and stone, 
which you or your fathers have not known.” While the Jewish exile to Babylon was 
quantitatively over in the First Century C.E., there was a Jewish Diaspora community in the 
Mediterranean, and as a Roman province Judea was not totally immune from outside 
religious influences. While the forces of the world, with its nefarious elements, were surely 
guarded against by many Jews, one cannot claim total pureness of thought when it came to 

 
15 Keener, 529; cf. Betz, pp 204-205; Dunn, Galatians, 213. 
16 The Works of Josephus: Complete and Unabridged, 275. 
17 The Works of Philo: Complete and Unabridged, 501. 
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the Judaism of Paul’s day. While the pagans were by far worse off, “the elemental things of 
the world” did affect the Jewish people of the First Century. 

Paul intending his remarks about the “the elemental things of the world,” to not only 
include aspects of First Century paganism, but also aspects of paganism that negatively 
influenced Judaism, seem most probable. David H. Stern does point out, “Jews, though 
knowing the one true God, were sometimes led astray by demonic spirits.”18 Hegg further 
explains, “This demonic ‘worldview’ had also influenced the Judaisms of the day, and had, to 
one extent or another, become the thinking of the common man, whether Jew or Gentile.”19 
He actually goes on to conclude that the “elemental things of the world” that had infected 
Judaism, included elements of proto-Gnosticism that would later be seen in Medieval Jewish 
mysticism: 

“If indeed a pre-Gnosticism was already extant in the Judaisms of Paul’s day, he could 
well speak of being under the ‘elemental principles of the world’ when he considered the 
manner in which the rabbinic interpretations of the day had combined Hellenistic thought 
with the study of Torah. But for Paul, the Hellenistic concept of the stoicheia was not merely 
an errant form of philosophy—it was pagan and the realm of demons. Not unlike the 
kabbalism that would captivate Judaism in the middle-ages, the nascent Jewish Gnosticism 
in Paul’s day was a mixing of things that essentially differ.”20 

Each person is subject, to some degree, to the elements of the world because of the 
universal nature of sin (Romans 3:22; 5:18; 1 Corinthians 15:22). The person who is a nēpios 
was one especially susceptible to the elements of the world, not having entered into the 
Father’s estate and probably not being spiritually regenerated. The different managers and 
guardians present in the religious community can only do so much in preparing a slave on 
the way to adoption as an heir. 

4:4-5 The solution to the universal problem of humanity being subject to stoicheia is 
provided in Yeshua the Messiah. Paul tells the Galatians, “when the fullness of the time 
came, God sent forth His Son, born of a woman, born under the Law, so that He might 
redeem those who were under the Law, that we might receive the adoption as sons.” Paul’s 
reference to to plērōma tou chronou, “the fullness of the time,” should rightly direct us to 
recognizing how this activity was to affect all the people of the world. 

Any reader of Galatians 4:4-5 can easily detect that Yeshua being born and offered as 
an atoning sacrifice, providing redemption, is the point that the Apostle Paul really wants 
his Galatian audience to fathom. Yet, is Galatians 4:4-5 speaking in terms of Yeshua the 
Messiah redeeming all people, or only being born as a Jew and in releasing all Jews from any 
need to keep the Torah? Most Galatians interpreters take Yeshua “born of a woman, born 
under the Law” (4b), to basically mean that He was Jewish having to keep the Mosaic Torah 

 
18 Stern, 556. 
19 Hegg, Galatians, pp 142-143. 
20 Ibid, 143. 
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as a way of life.21 If the work of so-called “redemption” is the Jewish people being released 
from any need to obey God’s Law, then it is surely a rather unimpressive and under-
whelming work! Galatians 4:4-5, especially given the wider message of adoption (vs. 6-7ff), 
can only be best understood with “under the Law” meaning subjected to the Torah’s 
condemnation and penalties upon all human sinners. 

Was Yeshua “born of a woman, born under the Law” (4b), meaning that He was subject 
to the Torah’s curse? There should be no question that Yeshua Himself was sinless. 2 
Corinthians 5:21 informs us, though, “He made Him who knew no sin to be sin on our behalf, 
so that we might become the righteousness of God in Him.” Yeshua the Messiah, while 
Himself devoid of the fallen nature of man, nonetheless did participate in the human 
experience, with His sacrifice nullifying the curse of the Torah (3:10). Bruce points out, 
“while Paul does not say so here explicitly…he remained free from sin—while [hupo nomon], 
he was nevertheless not [hupo hamartian].”22 Yeshua bore upon Himself the condemnation 
of being “under the Law,” but He was never Himself “under sin.” Paul says in Romans 5:18b, 
“so through one act of righteousness there resulted justification of life to all men.” Isaiah 
53:11 may also be considered: “As a result of the anguish of His soul, He will see it and be 
satisfied; by His knowledge the Righteous One, My Servant, will justify the many, as He will 
bear their iniquities.” 

The significance of the verb exagorazō, translated as “redeem” in Galatians 4:5—“to 
redeem those under the law”—cannot be overlooked here. TDNT informs us how “this term 
refers in the NT to Christ's redeeming work, the stress now being on purchase to freedom 
from the law (Gal. 4:1ff.). God, of course, pays the price himself in Christ, meeting the law's 
claim and thus giving true freedom through justification by faith (Gal. 3:24-25). Redemption 
is needed because the law is God's holy ordinance and eternally valid. Hence in the 
transition to freedom sinfulness is exposed and forgiveness is experienced in Christ.”23 Also 
not to be overlooked, in order for readers to more fully appreciate the significance of the 
redemption Yeshua has provided, are Paul’s parallel arguments24 witnessed between 
Galatians 3:13-14 and 4:4-6: 

 

 
21 Including, but not limited to: Betz, pp 207-208; Bruce, Galatians, 196; Dunn, Galatians, 216; Longenecker, 

171; Witherington, 288. 
22 Bruce, Galatians, 196. 
23 F. Büchsel, “exagorázō,” in TDNT, 19. 
24 Cf. Dunn, Galatians, 216. 
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GALATIANS 3:13-14 GALATIANS 4:4-6 

 
Messiah redeemed us from the curse of 
the Law, having become a curse for us—
for it is written, “CURSED IS EVERYONE WHO 
HANGS ON A TREE” [Deuteronomy 21:23]—
in order that in Messiah Yeshua the 
blessing of Abraham might come to the 
Gentiles, so that we would receive the 
promise of the Spirit through faith. 

 
But when the fullness of the time came, 
God sent forth His Son, born of a 
woman, born under the Law, so that He 
might redeem those who were under 
the Law, that we might receive the 
adoption as sons. Because you are sons, 
God has sent forth the Spirit of His Son 
into our hearts, crying, “Abba! Father!” 
 

 
When Galatians 3:13-14 and 4:4-6 are properly compared, the redemption that Yeshua 

has provided from “the curse of the Law,” tēs kataras tou nomou, is the same as being 
redeemed from a status of hupo nomon, “under the Law.” Some readers of Galatians 3:13 
would add to Paul’s statement something to the effect: “Christ redeemed [us Jews] from the 
{terrible} curse of [having to keep] the law.” Witherington comes the closest to this, 
arguing, “He came to set Jews free who were confined under the Law. The verb [exagorasē] 
refers to redemption, a term appropriate if one sees those under the Law as enduring some 
sort of slavery or confinement…What needs to be stressed is that in both cases the ‘us’ who 
have been redeemed from the Law are Jewish Christians.”25 Yet a more appropriate reading 
would recognize that the issue is being redeemed from the curse of the Torah pronounced 
upon those who violate it. 

If there is some kind of a “curse” associated with the need to obey God’s Torah, then 
concurrent with the “redemption” Yeshua has provided—what was once wrong according 
to the Law of Moses and what once condemned people for their disobedience—not only no 
longer condemns people, but can be disobeyed! (Can such be now disobeyed with a sense of 
enjoyment?) 

Galatians 4:4-5 is, by far, much better read from the perspective of detailing universal 
circumstances to humanity, where all find themselves in need of redemption from “under 
the Law”—subjected to the Torah’s curse, penalties, and condemnation upon Law-breakers. 
The “I” sinner of Romans 7:14 declares of his need to be redeemed and purchased from the 
Lord, precisely because “I am carnal, sold under sin” (RSV), hupo tēn hamartian. This is 
something that is endemic to all people, as Paul explains “all, both Jews and Greeks, are 
under sin” (Romans 3:9, ESV). 

Who suffers from the basic elements of the universe (vs. 3, 8)? Paul does say, “when we 
were children, we were slaves to the elemental spirits of the universe” (v. 3, RSV). Is this 
just the Jewish people? Or is it all humanity? It is actually easier to see that ancient pagans 

 
25 Witherington, Galatians, 288. 
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suffered from “beings that by nature are no gods” (v. 8, RSV), from just a cursory 
understanding of Greco-Roman mythology. Still, as already noted, many First Century Jews 
suffered from pagan influences, perhaps thinking that worldly elements like the “air, the 
water and the earth” (Philo Life of Moses 2.121) functioned on the breastplate of the high 
priest. 

Why “under the Law” in Galatians 4:4-5 has to mean “lived as a Jew”—as opposed to 
“under the condemnation of the Torah”—is so that interpreters can, wrongly, discount a 
wide array of future obedience to the Torah on the part of all Messiah followers. If Jewish 
Believers in Yeshua are no longer “under the Law” and do not have to keep (any of) the 
Torah, then non-Jewish Believers certainly do not have to do it, either. 

This is hardly the right picture of salvation for any of us to see the Scriptures depict. 
Sinful humankind is to be delivered from the condemnation declared by God’s Law upon 
those who disobey Him. The blessing of Abraham and the sacrifice of Yeshua, remitting the 
curse of the Law, are for “all nations” (3:8, 14), which necessarily includes the Jewish people 
as well as the world at large. The adoption as God’s sons and daughters (vs. 5-7a) is 
something that is surely available for all people who acknowledge the Savior—which many 
of the Galatians had forgotten. Yeshua, the Divine Messiah, was incarnated as a man so that 
He might redeem everyone. As Philippians 2:7-8 so significantly testifies, Yeshua 
“emptied Himself, taking the form of a bond-servant, and being made in the likeness of men. 
Being found in appearance as a man, He humbled Himself by becoming obedient to the point 
of death, even death on a cross.” 

At the very most, readers can press some of the we/us/you language in vs. 3-7 as 
meaning that the Jewish people widely knew that they stood “under the Law,” condemned 
sinners in need of help before the One God of Israel—surely much more than the pagans at 
large knew. Nevertheless, because of Yeshua’s Incarnation and participation in the human 
experience, redemption from being “under the Law” and adoption are available for all 
people. All can be reconciled to their Creator! Noting Galatians 4:5, “in order that we might 
receive the adoption” (RSV), and even though he thinks Jews being redeemed from the 
Torah is being described, James D.G. Dunn still must detail how “As in iii.14 the ‘we’ is best 
understood as referring to all who had received the Spirit—Gentiles as well as Jews…thus 
answering to the generic condition of humankind” as “enslaved under the elemental 
forces.”26 Samuel J. Mikolaski’s conclusion is probably best here: 

“Born under the law is that system the curse of which [Jesus] takes to Himself (cf. 3:13), 
and the restraints of which He experiences (cf. 3:23; Heb. 2:15)…To redeem…those under the 

 
26 Dunn, Galatians, 217. 
Bruce, Galatians, 196 draws a similar conclusion, “Even if Paul begins this section (vv 3-7) by thinking in 

particular of Jewish Christians...who had lived more directly [hupo nomon], it is plain now that the beneficiaries 
of Christ’s redeeming work...include Gentiles as well as Jews.” 
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law includes in this passage strictly not only Jews, but Gentiles also, for Christ delivers them 
from bondage as well, and Paul sees Gentiles under law (cf. Rom. 2:14, 15).”27 

Being “under the Law” or subject to the Torah’s curse, penalties, condemnation—and 
the attendant personal guilt—is a status under which all people suffer until Yeshua the 
Messiah arrives within their lives and men and women are redeemed from the guilt and 
condemnation of sin (cf. Romans 6:14-15). Some people admittedly have more knowledge 
and understanding of the Torah and what they are guilty of breaking than others, but the 
anxiety they bear before a just Eternal God, and their knowing that they need resolution, is 
still most pressing. Coming at the right moment for the world—when the Jewish people 
surely needed an answer to their problems, and the Greeks and the Romans also needed 
drastic intervention—Yeshua was sacrificed so that all people might be remitted of the 
curse of the Torah, and be welcomed into the community of saints. 
 

 
6 Because you are sons, God has sent forth the Spirit of His Son into our hearts, 
crying, “Abba! Father!” 7 Therefore you are no longer a slave, but a son; and if a 
son, then an heir through God. 
 
4:6 The result of no longer being a nēpios (vs. 1, 3), in bondage to the elements of the 

world, is specified by Paul to be a son or daughter of God. In vs. 6-7 we see a reflection by 
Paul on how the Galatians themselves are truly God’s children. He says, “To show that you 
are his children, God sent the Spirit of his Son into our hearts, the Spirit who cries out, 
‘Father, my Father’” (Good News Bible). It is notable that Paul does not issue a sharp 
distinction between the Holy Spirit and the Spirit of Messiah, later noting in Romans 8:9, 
“you are not in the flesh but in the Spirit, if indeed the Spirit of God dwells in you. But if 
anyone does not have the Spirit of Messiah, he does not belong to Him.” Paul holds to a 
much less compartmentalized Godhead than others who may wish to rigidly divide the 
Eternal, yet Paul still holds to the Divinity of Father, Son, and Holy Spirit as They are all 
uniquely connected together. 

The key for Paul in v. 6 is that as Believers who have come into the inheritance of the 
Father, the Galatians were to possess—or at least strive to possess—the same closeness of 
relationship as Yeshua demonstrated toward the Father. Having been made sons and 
daughters of God, the Spirit is to urge them to cry out “Abba.” The verb krazō often means, 
“to make a vehement outcry, cry out, scream, shriek, when one utters loud cries,” and is 
seen in “the death-cry of Jesus on the cross” (BDAG).28 The Spirit of God inside of each born 
again person is to be constantly driven to scream out “Abba! Father!” to the Lord. Paul uses a 
transliteration (Grk. abba) of the Aramaic abba, to denote the kind of intimacy that Believers 

 
27 Mikolaski, “Galatians,” in NBCR, 1099. 
28 BDAG, 563; Mark 15:39. 
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in Yeshua are to have with their Heavenly Father. Yeshua is seen using abba during His 
prayer in the Garden of Gethsemane: 

“And He was saying, ‘Abba! Father! All things are possible for You; remove this cup 
from Me; yet not what I will, but what You will’” (Mark 14:36). 

Undoubtedly, Paul wishes the Galatians to have a similar kind of intimacy to the 
Father, just like His Son. Was this intimacy even emphasized by the Judaizers/Influencers 
in Galatia? Probably not. Is it emphasized by Messianic Believers today? Often it is, but the 
method by which the Torah is to be a Believers’ pedagogue, and the fact that born again 
people have entered into their inheritance—is sometimes not. Romans 8:15-17 adds further 
dimensions to vs. 6-7: 

“For you have not received a spirit of slavery leading to fear again, but you have 
received a spirit of adoption as sons by which we cry out, ‘Abba! Father!’ The Spirit Himself 
testifies with our spirit that we are children of God, and if children, heirs also, heirs of God 
and fellow heirs with Messiah, if indeed we suffer with Him so that we may also be glorified 
with Him.” 

Paul’s desire in the life of the Romans was to not see them in slavery again, but this is 
not some so-called slavery of being obedient to the Torah of Moses. On the contrary, the 
slavery that he speaks against was to the sinful deeds of the flesh (Romans 8:12-14). 

4:7 Paul’s Galatian audience should have reached the point where they should no 
longer be “infant slaves,” but as he reminds them, “through God you are no longer a slave 
but a son, and if a son then an heir” (RSV). One who is in the Messiah is to be considered 
both a son and an heir to God’s wonderful blessings. The critical question to ask, though, is 
whether or not being an heir to God, and thus responsible for management of the estate, 
involves a diligent obedience to Him. Too many theologians, sadly, answer “no” to this. 
Longenecker is one who says, 

“Though the prophets denounced legalism, they never sought to set aside the custodial 
function of the law over God’s people….Like the prophets of old, Paul denounces [the 
Judaizers’] legalism…But unlike the prophets and all forms of Judaism, Paul also denounces 
their nomism.”29 

In these comments, Paul is attested to acting like one of the Prophets in his rebuke of 
the Judaizers/Influencers who were leading the Galatians astray. But where Paul and the 
Prophets diverge is in their approach to the Torah. Longenecker thinks that the Prophets 
call to people to return to God’s Instruction and to fulfill the mandate He has given them; 
Paul in stark contrast was apparently telling the people to stay away from God’s Instruction. 
The Prophets envision the Messianic Age as involving the Torah coming forth from Zion 
(Isaiah 2:2-4; Micah 4:1-3), with the New Covenant involving a supernatural transcription of 
Moses’ Teaching on the heart and mind (Jeremiah 31:31-34; Ezekiel 36:25-27)—and Paul 
envisioned what here in Galatians? God’s Law dismissed as though it has very little value for 

 
29 Longenecker, 177. 
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those redeemed? While commentators may not purposefully intend these conclusions to be 
drawn, many people in the contemporary Church have drawn these conclusions 
nonetheless, and have used such reason as excuses for ungodly behavior. 

In his appearance before Felix, occurring many years after his composition of Galatians 
(59-60 C.E.), Paul would testify “I do serve the God of our fathers, believing everything that 
is in accordance with the Law and that is written in the Prophets…I also do my best to 
maintain always a blameless conscience both before God and before men” (Acts 24:14, 16), 
and later before Festus declared “I have committed no offense either against the Law of the 
Jews or against the temple or against Caesar” (Acts 25:8). Paul valued the role of God’s 
Torah, and even a wide number of the traditional observances of First Century Pharisaic 
Judaism. 

Do we really have to wonder time and time again if casting aside God’s commandments 
in the Torah has really helped today’s Christian Church? What motivates theologians to 
suggest things like Paul and the Prophets being at odds? Paul says that the Spirit of God has 
been sent to Believers’ hearts, thus His people—if truly empowered by His Spirit—should 
not lapse into legalism or lawlessness, but obey Him naturally because of His work inside of 
them. Unfortunately today, the Zeitgeist (Ger. “spirit of the times”) that too many Christians 
suffer from is that any kind of obedience to God may automatically be assumed to be some 
form of “legalism.” 

For us as Messianic Believers, recognized as redeemed sons and daughters of the Most 
High, we are to have entered into our inheritance. The language of adoption is witnessed 
in several places throughout the Pauline letters (Galatians 4:5; Romans 8:15, 23; 9:4; 
Ephesians 1:4-5), each of which obviously needs to be considered in regard to the 
circumstances of the different audiences addressed. We should rightly acknowledge that in 
vs. 1-7, the adoption that Paul has in mind is all Believers entering into their charge as 
members of God’s estate, describing an individual man or woman on the way to salvation. 
Elsewhere, though, the adoption of God’s sons and daughters (i.e., Ephesians 1:3-11) involves 
their conduct as His people, accomplishing His purposes as members of a redeemed, 
enlarged community of Israel, incorporating both the righteous from among the Jewish 
people and the nations. 
 

 
8 However at that time, when you did not know God, you were slaves to those 
which by nature are no gods. 9 But now that you have come to know God, or 
rather to be known by God, how is it that you turn back again to the weak and 
worthless elemental things, to which you desire to be enslaved all over again? 10 
You observe days and months and seasons and years. 
 
4:8 Vs. 8-10 are quite informative regarding some of the bad spiritual dynamics that 

had been unleashed upon the Believers in Galatia. These are verses which are commonly 
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